SOAR Parent Teacher Conferences

Sign-up now! Required for all families

Thursday, November 10th & Tuesday, November 15th

All conferences will be held in person. If you need a time outside of the conference window listed above or need support with language translation, please work directly with your child's teacher.

Conferences times are 20 minutes and each family needs to sign-up for on-time slot per child with their child's teacher.

Click on your student's teacher's name and find the time that works for you:

Kindergarten:

- Brittany Valentine & Kristen Hahn
- Catherine Erb
- Amy Twardowski

First Grade:
• Alexandria Kehrberg
• Diane Tarantino
• Renee Gillette

Second Grade:
• Jen Chacon
• Juliet Taylor
• Susma Mishra

Third Grade:
• Danny Thornton
• Jessica Metzler
• Tracy Coleman

Four Grade:
• Courtney Kretschmar
• Katie DeMarco
• Sydney Wykes

Fifth Grade:
• Kelley Relyea
• Lindsay Burns
• Nancy Cruse
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